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Abstract

A solution of the vortex type is given In a six-dimensional

SU(2)xUU) pure gauge theory coupled to Einstein gravity in a

compaciiried background geometry- We construct the solution of

an effective Abellan-Higgs model in terms of dimensional

reduct ion. The solutIon, however, has a peculiarlty in its

physically relevant quantity, a deficit angle, which is given as

a function of the ratio of the gauge couplings of SU(2) and U(l).

The size of the extra space (sphere) Is shown to vary with the

distance from the axis of the "string".
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In the course of universe evolution, phase transitions arc

very Important subject on cosmology and particle theory 11].

Most attractive features are the generation of topolog leal

defects {21 such as dotna In wal 1 s , cosmic str I ngs , and so on .

Especially cosmic strings provide a mechanism to generate seeds

of galaxies, and thus their cosmological roles are of great

significance [2,31•

There arc two types of cosmic strings, global and local ones,

which are distinguished by the type of symmetry broken via the

associated phase transition. The global strings are f mod when

global symmetries break down such as In U(l) scalar theory,

whereas the local strings are subject to gauge symmetry

breaking.

The simplest approach to the stutfy of local cosmic strings In

ordinary three-dimensional space is to examine Abelian-Hlggs

vortex, i.e., Nielsen-OIesen-type solution [4,51 to equations of

motion for the scalar and U(1) gauge fields. This solution

represents an infinitely long isolated string In flat space-time.

If one wants to consider a vortex or a string in a cosmologlcal

situation more precisely, however, we must couple the system with

gravity since the core of the string has finite energy density.

In this context. Garflnkle [6] found consistent solutions of

Klnstcin-sealar-Ut1) gauge system with an exact energy momentum

of the matter fields under the situation that the vacuum

expectation value of the scalar field Is much smaller than the

Planck scale. The characteristic feature of these string

solutions Is that at radial infinity, the space-time manifold

becomes Mlnkowskl space-time minus a wedge, namely, a deficit

angle appears around the cosmic string. Moreover, Laguna-

Castillo and Natzner |7] solved the same system numerically

without any assumption except for boundary conditions. They

showed that when the symmetry breaking scale, or the vacuum

expectation value of the scalar field, is greater than 10 1 7 GeV,

the curvature of spacetime manifold is not negligible.

In more realistic models, the Abelian gauge symmetry might

come from some non-Abel Ian symmetry. If wo believe in a grand

unified gauge symmetry, the U(l) gauge symmetry of the Abelian-

Hlggs model Is contained In the large group.

On the other hand, from the perspective of unified theories

including gravity, higher-dimensional theories have very

attractive possibi11ttos [8J. For Instance the string theory (9J

is naturally formulated in higher dimensions more than four and

is regarded as a candidate for a finite theory of gravity. In

these theories, we must assume that an extra space has become fl

very tiny Internal space which Is sufficiently small never to be

seen by the present experiments. Nevertheless, it is very

Interesting to expect possible effects of such extra-dimensions

on the four dimensional world we live In. For instance, it is

permissible Hint the vector fields on the Internal space have

non-vanIsh1ng .acuum expectatIon values, which do not break



Polncare invarlance In the four dimensional world. Therefore

gouge symmetry breaking can be caused by the vacuum gauge fields

(10] .

The effects of the vacuum configuration on the extra space

may Play also an essential role as the source of spontaneous

compactlflcation. together with the cosmologlcal constant. In

such a case the gauge field has non-zero field strength on the

compact space with curvature 111)18).

If "elementary" non-Abellan gauge fields exist in such

higher-dimensional theories, another Interesting possibility

comes about. It was shown that gauge boson-lllggs scalar systems

are derived from the dimensional reduction of higher-dimensional

Yang-Mills theory I12J. Many authors considered the dimensional

reduction as a device to obtain various breaking patterns of

Higgs mechanism. We wish to make use of this scheme to probo

Into the multidimensional universe.

In this paper, we consider the full coupled equations of

motlcn of effective four space-time dimensional Elnstein-scnlar-

U(l> gauge system Induced from hlghcr-dlmcnslonal Elnstoln-Yang-

Mllls-Maxwell theory. Hero we take S*. a sphere as the extra

space and SU(2) as the non-Abel Ian gauge group. Effective

Abellan-lllggs-llko equations are obtained from the pure Yang-

Mills theory. We solve the solution of vortex-type numerically.

The conclusion Is very natural one In a sense that the properties

of the "cosmic string" are almost the same as those of the

ordinary string In three-dimensional space except that the size

of extra S 2 space is variable with the radial coordinate.

Moreover In our string, cosmologlcally relevant quantities such

as the deficit angle and the scale of the extra space at the core

are determined by the ratio between the U(l) and SU(2) couplings.

We beg-in with the following action;

Here Pun and Gnu are the field strengths of SU(2) and'U(l) gauge

fields, respectively, e Is an SU(2) gauge coupling constant

while g is; u 0M1) gauge coupling; A is a cosmologlcal constant.

The scalar curvature of SN with unit radius is defined as

H<=«N(N-1). The Indices M and N take values In six dimensions.

Although these gauge groups can be seen as subgroups of some

larger gauge group, we don't pursue this line in this paper.

The field equations are directly derived from this action,

MN v 'MN

• 0 ,

0 ,

(2)

(3)

(4)

where the field strengths are given by

Km, • anAi:-3r,An4llAr1,Al.) for SU(2). (5)

(6)Gnu • •<j,iBM-8..Bn for U(l).

An and B« ore the SU(2) and V{1) gauge field respectively, and vn
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is the covarlant derivative. TUN is the energy-momentum tensor

of the gauge fields given as follows;

TMN

" T
and TTMN

(7)

(8)

For simplicity, the background spacetime is assumed to be

locally M*xSz, namely the direct product of flat "universe" in

which the cosmic string is embedded and internal two-dimensional

sphere. Furthermore, we look for static solutions in the present

work. Accordingly, the square of the line element can be set to

be

ds2 drz • ecdvJ • e edn 2<S !), (9)

where dft2(Sz> represents the line element of the sphere with unit

radius, I. e., d02*sin!0d*2 and 0 s v < 2n, 0 s e a * and 0 i *

< 2*. Here eu - and e6•* are the scale factors of two-

dimensional "homogeneous" space-time and the internal sphere.

respectively. The axis of the string Is located at r=0. The

functions A. B, and C are assumed to depend only on r coordinate.

I.e. distance from the axis of the string.

First we assume the U(1) gauge field being a monopole

configuration (with minimal magnetic charge); (11)

B * ' ~2~ { C o s " *

and the other components of the U(l) vector field are assumed to

vanish. This U(l) monopole is required only to support the large

dimensions by cooperating with fine-tuned cosraological constant.

Thus we require a relation among the couplings; [11]

A = 2gVft*. (11)

The vacuum configurations of SU(2) gauge fields are crucial

to generate the cosmic string. In our model, we set the

components of 5U(2) gauge field on the internal space as

(12a)

.-1*

m 2 I 1 e'

X I 1"COS 8 0 I
2 I 0 -(l-coso)l • (IZb)

(10)

Here (J>i and 4? are the functions Independent of the S*

coordinates 0 and i>. From the four-dlmenslonal point of view,

they can be seen effectively as components of a complex scalar

field [sev later). Note that when $i »4>» = 0 this gauge

configuration it; magnetic monopole on S1. therefore has a finite

energy density Further, the large dimensional components of the

SU(2) gauge field are assumed in the following form,



(13)

where A (xu) depends only on the coordinates of four dimensions

but not on the extra dimensions. u runs over the four

coordinates. Note that here we use a coord!nate basis associated

with the metric and not an orthonormal one.

We emphasize that these components of the gauge field carry

out the roles of "U(1)H gauge field in four-dimensions in the our

scheme as we will show In the following. Note that, of course,

this effective "U(l)" field has no relation to six-dimensional

U(1) field Introduced originally.

With respect to these classical gauge configurations, the

equations of motion (3J are reduced as follows.

0,

i(i-Dvi - = 0 ,

(14a)

(14b)

where $ a iji + liji- and F » v A - v A . The covariant derivative

is defined as D = v *-iA with ' being the covariant derivative

associated with four-dimensional metric g

These equations extremejy resemble those of Abeltan-Ulggs

model, which has In general two couplings among "mutter" and

gauge fields. In our model, the "scalar" self-Interaction and

"gauge" coupling constants, which are lmplici tly contained in

(14) in our notation, are originated from the same Yang-Mills

coupling. Another different point Is that the effective

equations contain the extra dependence on the position through

the factor eE .

Before solving these equations coupled with Einstein

equations, we must give an ansatz for the gauge field In order to

generate an Isolated string. This requires

d> =• X(r) eir ,

A(r) = P(r)-1, otherwise A,,fr)-O.

(15a)

(15b)

As is well known, the solution of this type has unit winding

number around the axis 14,5].

With all these assumptions, the Yang-Mills equation (3),

which Is equivalent to (14), is reduced to,

(KX'>' = KB'X' • X|K(X2-l)e-8B + e!l1 * aBP*/Kl, (16a)

(e*"P7K)' » c2tl(-2B'P' • 2X2e*Pl/Kl (18b)

where K^exptA*B+C/2), and the prime means derivative with respect

to r.

For convenience, we adopt the unit of the length scale such

that tz/(4ge)=l- In this unit, we find the asymptotic value of

the rudius of the extra sphere at large distance from the center

of the string Is 1.

IVI th the relation (11), the Einstein equations for the

variables A, B, and K are given In our unit as follows.

A " = " K" A' " "2"
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e E X ' 2

(17a)

. e
2"t2EP'2/(2K2) • 3e 2 e(X !-l) z/2}. (17b)

K " = K ( 2 e - B - -|- - -|-e-2Ei)

Second, we give the condition for the metric of four-

dimensional part such that the spacetlme Is locally Minkowskl up

to a constant which can be scaled at the center of the string.

A(OJ » K(0) = 0. A'(0) » B'(0) - 0 . (19a)

and

B(») - 0. K'(0) = e6 'O1 . (19b)

(19b) is due to the choice of the unit of the scale,

_ e2**2eP'2/i2K2) 4 3c 2B(Xz-I)2/2>. (17c)

where q2*e*/(2gz>.

To find solutions of these differential equations, we use

numerical method with physically acceptable boundary conditions

as in ref.[7) and the conditions on B, I.e. the scale of the

internal space.

At first, ot the boundary the behaviors of the "scalar" 0 and

the "U(l) gauge field" are p.'/en as follows:

X(0) - 0. P(0) = 1 , C8a)

and

X(co) = i, p(») = o . (18b)

These come from the requirement that there are no singularities

of gauge fields introduced originally at the core of the string

and that the integration of the energy-momentum tensor must be

finite.

After fixing all of these boundary conditions, we have solved

the full coupled equations (16a,b.c) and (17a,b,c) by using the

computational program named COLSYS [13]. We determine B(0) by a

guess to converge the solution iteratively.

The numerical results are shown in figures. The behavior

of the effective AbeLian-Hlggs fields Indicates characteristic

configuratJon (fIg. 1 and 2), which is very similar to the

ordinary model (in four-dimensional space-time). The width of

the string core in our model is 0(1) in our unit, i. e. the same

order as the size of the extra space at radial infinity.

From fig. 3, we can see a new feature of the string in our

model; there exists an attractive gravitational force along the

radial direction in our solution with any value of qz, not as in

the case of ordinary Abcllan-Higgs vortex where a repulsive force

Is also permissible depending on the ratio of gauge and scalar

self couplings. This fact suggests that a single vortex with

- 1 0 -



higher windings of "scalar" and "gauge" configuration is stable

In a static circumference as in the case of the vortex in a "type

1 super conductor" [5].

Next we consider about the deficit angle at radial infinity.

A definition of such a quantity is given In ref.16,7] as

follows,

&V = 2n { 1 - IĴjg 4 — (ei *) J . (20)

Our numerical evaluation i s shown in fig. 7. and we f Ind tlio

deficit angle is the smaller the value of q2 the smaller. This

result is quite natural. When q2 is large, the energy-momentum

of the SU(2) gauge field is nearly decoupled from the other pan

in the equations (17), and thus the four-dlmenslonal space-time

becomes almost flat everywhere. The stability of the structure

of the solution is guaranteed also by the mild behavior of tho

metric at large qz (figs. 3, 4. and 5). The deficit angle turns

out to bo well approximated by av = 2»q 2, in the region of the

parameter q2, where we Investlgate the solution.

The property of the Internal space are shown in ilss. 5 and

6. We should pay at tent ion to the fact that the value of

oxp(13(0>/2), that is, the radius of the internal sphere at thp

axis of the string, grows as q* gets smaller. This radius Is

always bigger than the value at radial infinity. He find a

linear relation In a plot of log U(0) versus log q*. B(0) Is

approximately expressed as B(0) -\- q !x(cor.stant of Oil)), Tho

effect of vortex-like configuration of SU(2) gauge field might

open a "window" to the extra dimensions in the core of the cosmic

string, when q2 -\. 0(1).

In rcf.(7 J. the parameter v Indicates the symmetry-breaking

seale in the Planck unit. In our model, the coupling between

energy-momentum of matter fields and gravity is proportional to

q z. instead of v2 in the ordinary string model. Roughly

speaking, q* gives the ratio of the radius of the extra space to

the Planck length in the asymptotic region, r-*», provided that

the YnnR-Mills coupling In four-dimensions is of order 1.

To summarize, we have obtained n vortex-type solution in a

hi ghor-dimonsional gauge theory by numerical method. The

physical properties of the solution, such as a deficit angle

around the string axis and variation of the size of the extra

space has been shown to be dependent on the ratio of two

couplIngs in the theory.

There are many subjects of future Investigations. We must

invest!gate the following topics: existence (or non-existence) of

fcrmlonlc zero-mode and construction of a superconducting string

(possibly rrom a large gauge group), phase transition and string

formal ion. In particular the Investigation of the energy

spectrum of* fcrmions coupled with the string background is of

great, interest from the view point of higher- dimensional theory.

Probably different aspects from ordinary strings will be found in

the study of these problems. Moreover through the study the
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cosmologlcal significance cf the cosmic strings In hIgher

dimensional theory can be argued in detail.

The energy-momentum tensor In our model and cosmic strings in

de Sitter and time-dependent (higher-dimensional) background will

be analyzed In future publication. We are a; so interested in the

behavior of the size of the extra space when a loop of the string

Is made and collapses, and when two strings collide or intersect.

Such dynamical processes might provide the posslbl11ly of

observing the extra dimensions.

Lastly we give a few comments on the case that the dimension

of homogeneous spacetime, in which e" J Is the scale factor. Is

four. We checked the behavior of all fields at the same q* and

those are almost the same as in the case already mentioned, as

expected. The reason why we wish to consider the exotic case is

that we can Investigate the scenario of dimensional reduction,

which is expressed by a slogan, "we live in a topological defect

in a higher-dimensional space" [14]. The possibility of the

scenario in an extension of our model will be reported elsewhere.
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Figure Captions

flg.l: Solution for the effective scalar field X for q°5. The

curve is almost Insensitive to the value of q (22).

fie.2: solution for the effective gauge field for q=5. The curve

Is almost Insensitive to the value of q (*2).

rig.3: Solution for the metric field 1-e" as a functions of the

coordinate radius r. The dash patterns ( ), (——)

( —-- — ), and ( ) correspond to the parameter q ° 2,

5, 10. and 100, respectively.

fig.4: The metric component ce !, 1. c. thn size of the extru

space at the coordinate origin as a functions of the

coordinate radius r. The dash pattern definitions are the

sumo as In Tig. 3.

fic5: Solution for the e'-'! metric component as a functions of

the coordinate radius r. The dash pattern definitions arc

the same as In F U . 3.

fllt.6: Plot or BIO) as a function of q!. This line is well

approximated by BIO) • q-'xlconst. of 0(1)).
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fig,7: Plot of d/dr{er- ' *) at radial infinity (actually evaluated

at r«100) as a function of qz. This curve is we)l

approximated by d/drfe1- -)|r.too ° 1-q
 2-

I i i i I i i i l

FIG.1
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